F or the physician to be involved in the arts is not unique. In fact, many well-known physicians also produced works in art, music, and literature. Some physicians were better known for their work in the arts than for their contributions to medicine. The cosmetic surgeon is a physician who attempts to beautify the human form and, therefore, may be considered an artist in his work.
Avicenna (Abu-Ali AI-Husain Ibn Abdullah Ibn Sina) was born in a village near Bukhara, Turkistan, in 980 Be. He began to study medicine at age 16, and by the age of 18 he could consider himself an accomplished physician. Well versed in philosophy, he produced the large philosophical encyclopedia, Ash-Shifa (The Recovery, i.e. of the soul from error). The treatise involves logic (nine books); the natural sciences, including psychology (eight books); the quadrivium (four books), and metaphysics. Popular in the Islamic world and in Europe, Avicenna's Al-Oanum fi'l-Tibb (The Canon of Medicine) is a systematic encyclopedia based for the most part on the achievements of Greek physicians, on other Arabic works, and on his own experience. Avicenna died in Hamadan in 1037 Be.
Maimonides ( Best known as a poet, John Keats was born in London in 1795. Apprenticed to a surgeon at Edmonton in 1811, he broke his apprenticeship in 1814 and went to London to work at Guy's and St. Thomas's hospitals. After 1817, he devoted himself entirely to poetry, producing Poems in 1817; he wrote many other poems as well, including "Endymion" (1818), "Isabella" (1817-1818), "Lamia" (1819), "To A Nightingale" (1819), "On Indolence" (1819), "Ode to Autumn" (1819), and "Hyperion" (1818-1819). His last sonnet was "Bright Star, Would I were Steadfast as Thou Art" in 1820. In 1821, Keats died of tuberculosis in Rome.
William Crawford Williamson, born in Scarborough, Yorkshire, in 1816, was a naturalist and one of the founders of modern paleobotany. He was successively an apprentice apothecary, a medical student, a museum curator, and a physician. He was appointed professor of natural history at Owens College and he produced works such as Volvox (1851-1852), Foraminifera (1959), and On the Organisation of the Fossil Plants of the Coal Measures (1872 -1894 . Williamson died in London in 1895.
The involvement of physicians in the arts indicates that physicians are much more than just doctors. This is especially true for the cosmetic surgeon, who is a physician and artiste. The eye for beauty requires an aesthetic sense not taught in medical school, internship, or residency. It requires experience and understanding to evolve.
